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ADVANCED UNIT 1 (B3)

Fast food means exactly what it says: it is food that arrives fast! When you go to a fast-food restaurant, you will be dazzled by the speedy service. You will be met ... 
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ADVANCED UNIT 1 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 91



Advanced Unit 1 (15 activity (ies) 01:30:31) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Excuse me, Bob. Could I speak to you for a minute? 2 2 2



Of course, Wendy. Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? Sure, how can I help you?



2



How do you feel about the new project? It is a super idea. I think we should make some changes. This new project is an exciting concept.



3



3 3 3



Should we increase the budget? 4 4



I think we should increase the budget. Maybe we should increase the budget to two hundred thousand dollars. Yes, we ought to double the budget.



4



4



I'm worried about the workload. 5 5 5



Yes, it is a heavy workload. I agree, it's a heavy workload. There is a lot of work to do before the launch.
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5



Should we include a case with the camera? 6 6 6



We should consider a camera case, I think. Yes, we ought to think about that option. I'll give that some thought.



6



We could also include a tripod. I think I prefer the case idea. That's another possibility. A tripod is a good idea, too.



7



7 7 7



Could you design the case for me? Great! I love designing things. I enjoy creating new things. Yes, I like to design new things.



8



8 8 8



Should we ask Product Development to help? I prefer working alone. No, I prefer working alone. Maybe we ought to ask Product Development to help.



9



9 9 9



We ought to contact our German partners for advice. 10 10 10



I'll contact them right away. We should contact them immediately. Yes, we ought to contact them as soon as possible.



10



Great! Thanks for your opinion, Bob. I'm always happy to give my opinion. Glad I could help, Wendy. Don't mention it, Wendy.



Keywords [13 word(s)] advice change concept to consider (v.)
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to contact (v.) to feel (v.) idea to include (v.) to increase (v.) opinion possibility workload worried



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Of course, Wendy. Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? Sure, how can I help you? It is a super idea. I think we should make some changes. This new project is an exciting concept. I think we should increase the budget. Maybe we should increase the budget to two hundred thousand dollars. Yes, we ought to double the budget. Yes, it is a heavy workload. I agree, it's a heavy workload. There is a lot of work to do before the launch. We should consider a camera case, I think. Yes, we ought to think about that option. I'll give that some thought. I think I prefer the case idea. That's another possibility. A tripod is a good idea, too. Great! I love designing things. I enjoy creating new things. Yes, I like to design new things. I prefer working alone. No, I prefer working alone. Maybe we ought to ask Product Development to help. I'll contact them right away. We should contact them immediately. Yes, we ought to contact them as soon as possible. I'm always happy to give my opinion. Glad I could help, Wendy. Don't mention it, Wendy.



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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2



Verbs: reactions and preferences
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Grammar Practice [5 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I should (to increase) you should (to include)



you should include



he should (to design)



he should design



we should (to contact)



we should contact



I should (to think)



I should think



they should (to create)



they should create



she should (to give)



she should give



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



2



I should increase



Modal auxiliaries



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I ought to (to increase)



I ought to increase



she ought to (to worry)



she ought to worry



it ought to (to be)



it ought to be



I ought to (to agree)



I ought to agree



they ought to (to consider)



they ought to consider



we ought to (to prefer)



we ought to prefer



you ought to (to mention)



you ought to mention



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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3



Make the following sentences negative. Example: I ought to he ought to



he shouldn't he should not he ought not to he oughtn't to



we ought to



we shouldn't we should not we ought not to we oughtn't to



you ought to



you shouldn't you should not you ought not to you oughtn't to



she ought to



she shouldn't she should not she ought not to she oughtn't to



they ought to



they shouldn't they should not they ought not to they oughtn't to



it ought to



it shouldn't it should not it ought not to it oughtn't to



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



4



I shouldn't



Modal auxiliaries



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he (should / ought) include



he should include



I (should / ought) increase



I should increase



you (should / ought) to think



you ought to think



we (should / ought) to design



we ought to design



he (should / ought) work



he should work



they (should / ought) to contact



they ought to contact



she (should / ought) give



she should give



'Should' and 'ought to': advice
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he (should / ought) include



he should include



you (should / ought) to agree



you ought to agree



it (should / ought) have



it should have



he (should / ought) to think



he ought to think



we (should / ought) worry



we should worry



they (should / ought) create



they should create



I (should / ought) to speak



I ought to speak



'Should' and 'ought to': advice



Modal auxiliaries



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1 a tripod a case a workload a budget an opinion



2 a camera case a tripod a budget a workload an opinion



The Right Word with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



We have an exciting concept there. information superb heavy



2



I think it is a super idea. concept workload option
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3



I agree, it's a heavy workload. budget idea concept



4



We should increase the budget. ought have need 'Should' and 'ought to': advice Modal auxiliaries



5



We ought to think about that. should can are 'Should' and 'ought to': advice Modal auxiliaries



6



Could you design the case for me? Are Have Ought Modal auxiliaries



7



Great! Thanks for your opinion , Bob. workload name boss



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. to consider to create to love



to think about to design to like



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Excuse me, Bob. Could I speak to you for a minute? 2 2 2



Of course, Wendy. Yes, what can I do for you, Wendy? Sure, how can I help you?
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2



How do you feel about the new project? 3 3 3



It is a super idea. I think we should make some changes. This new project is an exciting concept.



3



Should we increase the budget? I think we should increase the budget. Maybe we should increase the budget to two hundred thousand dollars. Yes, we ought to double the budget.



4



4 4 4



I'm worried about the workload. 5 5 5



Yes, it is a heavy workload. I agree, it's a heavy workload. There is a lot of work to do before the launch.



5



Should we include a case with the camera? 6 6 6



We should consider a camera case, I think. Yes, we ought to think about that option. I'll give that some thought.



6



We could also include a tripod. 7 7 7



I think I prefer the case idea. That's another possibility. A tripod is a good idea, too.



7



Could you design the case for me? 8 8 8



Great! I love designing things. I enjoy creating new things. Yes, I like to design new things.
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8



Should we ask Product Development to help? 9 9 9



I prefer working alone. No, I prefer working alone. Maybe we ought to ask Product Development to help.



9



We ought to contact our German partners for advice. I'll contact them right away. We should contact them immediately. Yes, we ought to contact them as soon as possible.



10



10 10 10



Great! Thanks for your opinion, Bob. I'm always happy to give my opinion. Glad I could help, Wendy. Don't mention it, Wendy.



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] welcome impeccable service customer service impolite polite please to please how May to help to help out helpful to arrange anything else
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Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



Use of the preterite



2



Use of the present perfect
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3



Omission of certain prepositions



Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I am



I've been



you find



you've found you have found



he comes



he's come he has come



she has



she's had she has had



it is



it's been it has been



we buy



we've bought we have bought



they send



they've sent they have sent



Construction of the present perfect
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I restart you recharge



you've recharged you have recharged



it crashes



it's crashed it has crashed



they use



they've used they have used



she buys



she's bought she has bought



he is



he's been he has been



we have



we've had we have had



Construction of the present perfect



3



I've restarted



Irregular verbs



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I went



I've gone



you took



you've taken you have taken



he was



he's been he has been



she heard



she's heard she has heard



it gave



it's given it has given



we paid



we've paid we have paid



they met



they've met they have met



Construction of the present perfect
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4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I've taken



I took



he's been



he was



they've left



they left



we've had



we had



it's heard



it heard



you've given



you gave



she's bought



she bought



Irregular verbs



Cultural Texts [1 cultural text(s)] 1



Fast Food Fast food / dazzled / Have a nice day! / restaurants / meat / burger / snacks / hot dogs



A burger Fast food means exactly what it says: it is food that arrives fast! When you go to a fast-food restaurant, you will be dazzled by the speedy service. You will be met with a smile and a friendly 'Have a nice day!' This could be in any country in the world now, but the fast-food phenomenon originated back in the U.S. The first fast-food restaurants opened in the 1950s. Designed to provide people with an alternative to traditional restaurants, they quickly became popular. One of the first snacks was the burger which was simply a slice of meat in a bun. Later versions of the burger include cheeseburgers and even vegetarian burgers! Other popular snacks include hot dogs and donuts. Americans spend $5 billion a year on fast food, and visit fast-food restaurants once every three days, on average! Fast food really has become a way of life.
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Riddles [4 exercises] 1



What do we call food that arrives fast? Fast food Hints: There are restaurants for this kind of food. The speed of service dazzles you. The answer is in the question! Cultural text: Fast Food (Cuisine )



2



In which kind of American restaurant is service extremely quick? A fast-food restaurant Hints: This kind of restaurant was created in the U.S. You can hear 'Have a nice day' in this kind of restaurant. You will be met with a smile in this kind of restaurant. Cultural text: Fast Food (Cuisine )



3



What can you eat in a fast-food restaurant? A burger Hints: It usually has meat in it. It can have cheese in it. It can be vegetarian. Cultural text: Fast Food (Cuisine )



4



What famous phrase can you hear in American fast-food restaurants? 'Have a nice day!' Hints: It is a friendly phrase. It is said with a smile. The last word of this phrase is 'day.' Cultural text: Fast Food (Cuisine )
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Video and Questions [1 exercises] This hotel employee looks very smart in his outfit. The hotel where he works must surely have several stars. But the employees' elegance isn't everything. Indeed, everything must be perfect in a hotel: the organization, the service and even the smile. It's surprising to see the number of people who, satisfied with a place, come back to it every year. Take, for example, a simple breakfast. It seems very ordinary to order a full breakfast and to ask for it to be served to you in bed. But it's not as easy for the waiter to bring it to you and not stumble on the stairs. Careful you don't spill anything! Sitting in her bed, waiting patiently for her coffee, the guest obviously has no idea of all this. Whatever the time and whatever the event, the waiter must always listen and be at the beck and call of the guest. The noisiest place in a hotel and where people are the busiest, is probably the kitchen. The hotel manager is found there more often than in his office. Managing staff is always difficult, especially when it's a team of chefs who want, at all costs, to serve the head chef's dish with a bilberry sauce, when a simple orange sauce, ten times less costly, would be perfectly adequate! They cut, grate, sprinkle, peel, scale fish... What talent! It's a true culinary art. The meal is a significant element among those services provided in a hotel and the food must be irreproachable. Obviously, the produce must be fresh and that requires working with a reliable supplier. The fruits and vegetables are imported from the four corners of the globe and it's necessary to have complete confidence in the company in charge of delivering the goods. It's impossible to plan for two hundred dinners without being certain of getting fresh produce of an excellent quality in time and on time. The choice of the supplier depends on the best quality-price ratio and the delivery time. It's not uncommon to call upon the services of several professionals at the same time. The restaurant opens its doors at the beginning of the evening and it's not unusual to see customers come in who aren't staying in the hotel. All the waiters and waitresses are dressed to a T: shoes well polished, hair well groomed, ties well done up, skirts well ironed... As usual for the service sector, a restaurant's success depends enormously on its reputation. The service must be impeccable. When you have a job in the service sector, never forget that the customer is always right! And if they do happen to be wrong, keep it to yourself!



1



How is the first employee in the video dressed? He is extremely elegant. He is badly dressed. His clothes are too large. He is dressed casually.



2



Why do people return to the same hotel every year? They are very happy with it. They want to steal the cutlery. They appreciate the breakfast. They want breakfast in bed.



3



What is meant by 'irreproachable'? It is without fault. It is not bad. It is extremely bad. It is made with fish.
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4



What is it difficult for the bellboy to do? Bring the food and not fall over Bring the food and not eat some Bring the food and not laugh Bring the food and not eat everything



5



Where are the fruits and vegetables imported from? All over the world From four countries From four suppliers From corner shops



6



What is meant by 'dressed to a T'? Dressed very well Dressed very badly You got dressed at 9 o'clock. You get undressed at 9 o'clock.



7



Which of these statements is untrue? All of the restaurant's customers are from the hotel. The waiters' and waitresses' shoes are well polished. The restaurant starts serving at the start of the evening. The hotel manager is often found in the kitchen.



8



If the customer is wrong... don't tell him. tell him. tell everyone. keep him quiet.



9



Which two words have similar meaning? Irreproachable and impeccable Groomed and ironed Adequate and reliable Organization and elegance



10



Which of these words is not a way of preparing food? To spill To grate To peel To scale
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ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...
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ADVANCED UNIT 5 (B3) 

Could I have a window seat, please? Of course ... How do I get to gate E43? 13 ..... Sorry? 2. Excuse me, I didn't understand. 2. Would you repeat, please? 2. 2.
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ADVANCED UNIT 2 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your flight ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto, are ... manga. Yes, she's very popular in the States. I'll see what I can do.
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ADVANCED UNIT 3 (B3) 

Does 16% interest suit you? It's a little expensive but ... Our company has a complimentary gift for you. Which one would ... four-wheel drive horsepower .... jet-black having a hard head hardheaded powerful enough to crush bone bonecrushing ..... I 
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ADVANCED UNIT 14 (B3) 

What do you do when you go out in the evening? I go to a nightclub. 14. I eat out in a ... caretaker dog trainer software company journalists telephone operators.
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ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3) 

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.".
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ADVANCED UNIT 12 (B3) 

accommodation building cheesecake diner driver's license friendly to get lost hostel monument museum neighborhood rest room sightseeing skyscraper snack.
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ADVANCED UNIT 13 (B3) 

a swimming pool .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. security safety owner ... camera memory backpack health insurance.
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ADVANCED UNIT 10 (B3) 

[A customer approaches your stand at the trade fair.] Hello. ... Do you have a mailing list I can join? Just sign here to ..... Both of his names begin with 'J.' Cultural ...
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advanced unit 7 (b3) 

Great Depression / disaster / Herbert Hoover / downturn / market crash / domino ... A year earlier, Herbert Hoover had been elected President, promising an end ...
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advanced unit 8 (b3) 

Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." ... No, my wife will be with me. ... Did you mention this when you booked your seat?
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ADVANCED UNIT 11 (B3) 

Were you at the trade fair last year? Yes, there were lots of companies there. 9. There was an excellent seminar last year. 9. No, there wasn't time last year. 9. 9.
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ADVANCED UNIT 4 (B3) 

whisky honey detergent. 3 a tire a hubcap a steering wheel a motor a wing a brake. 4 a sedan a stagecoach a motorbike a carriage a flying carpet a limousine. 5.
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EXPERT UNIT 1 (B3) 

This is Peter Svensson, Human Resources Director. How can I ... They will not make any presentations. Fine. 8 ... The delegation will be 2 executives and 1 personal assistant. ..... pie-eating contest / campsites / fairground attractions. If you ...
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intermediate unit 1 (b3) 

What is your name? I am Mr. Smith. Nice to meet you. 4. My name is Peter Green. Nice to meet you. 4 .... I'm afraid he's been called away on urgent business. 4.
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BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B3) 

Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! Sentence Pronunciation Spelling & 1-10 [19 sentence(s)]. A, B, C, D, E, F, G... My name is Beck. B-E-C-K. John Lopez. J-O-H-N.
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advanced unit 1 (b1) 

Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)]. 1 ..... found there more often than in his office. ...... I'd like to test-drive one. 9 ..... Although answering the telephone all day can prove very tiresome, ...... How do you spell your name, please, 
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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3) 

May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. 6. Can I email you the contact information? Yes, of course. 6. May I fax you the contact info?
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INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.
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BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B3) 

there is a book there are books there is a movie there are movies there is a shirt .... a lemon a cucumber. Â© Copyright 2003-2004 Auralog S.A. All rights reserved.
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BEGINNER UNIT 11 (B3) 

Exclamations with 'what a' Definite and indefinite articles. The difference between 'a' and 'an'. 9. Make the following sentences singular. Example: What tall men!
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expert unit 2 (b3) 

town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.
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BEGINNER UNIT 13 (B3) 

Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope ... The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially ... There is a strike today. Because it crashed. 4.
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EXPERT UNIT 11 (B3) 

Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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